Current character-based approaches are not robust for cross domain Chinese word segmentation. In this paper, we alleviate this problem by deriving a novel enhanced character-based generative model with a new abstract aggregate candidate-feature, which indicates if the given candidate prefers the corresponding position-tag of the longest dictionary matching word. Since the distribution of the proposed feature is invariant across domains, our model thus possesses better generalization ability. Open tests on CIPS- SIGHAN-2010 show that the enhanced generative model achieves robust cross-domain performance for various OOV coverage rates and obtains the best performance on three out of four domains. The enhanced generative model is then further integrated with a discriminative model which also utilizes dictionary information. This integrated model is shown to be either superior or comparable to all other models reported in the literature on every domain of this task.
Introduction
As words are the basic units for text analysis, Chinese word segmentation (CWS) is critical for many Chinese NLP tasks such as parsing. However, current state-of-the-art character-based approaches fail to give robust performance for cross-domain tests (Gao and Vogel, 2010; Huang et al., 2010; Jiang and Dong, 2010; Wang et al., 2012 , Sun et al., 2012 , despite their acceptable performance for in-domain tests. For example, with the same PKU-News training corpus, the best system in SIGHAN-2005 (Emerson, 2005 achieved a high in-domain performance (96.9% in F-score) in open 1 tests, while the best cross-domain performance for the medicine domain only achieved 93.8% 2 in CIPS- SIGHAN-2010 (Zhao and Liu, 2010) open tests.
Their poor performances result not only from the fact that out-domains have higher out-ofvocabulary (OOV) rates (please refer Table 1 in Section 3.1), but also from the fact that various domains frequently possess different tag distributions for the same character, especially for those out-domain OOV words (which are also technical terms most of times). For example, "酸" (acid) is a typical suffix of medical terms, such as "尿酸" (uric acid) and "氨基酸" (amino acid), and is frequently tagged as "E" in the medicine domain. However, it is usually a single-character word which means "sour" in general text, and should be tagged as "S". As a result, those surface features (such as character n-grams) adopted in the approaches mentioned above have more difficulty in identifying the correct position-tag, which is a member of {Beginning, Middle, End, Singleton} (Xue, 2003) , of a character within an OOV word in this case. Since many technical OOV words appear in the out-domain text, the performance thus degrades sharply. For instance, when we test the main stream character-based discriminative approach for medicine domain in CIPS-SIGHAN-2010 contest, 27.7% of the wrong segmented words are OOV terms.
On the other hand, unlike surface features, the distribution of the proposed abstract feature, which checks if the given candidate prefers the corresponding position-tag of the longest dictionary matching word, is almost invariant across different domains. Enhanced discriminative approaches (Low et al., 2005; which adopt this abstract feature thus show better generalization capability in our cross-domain tests.
To adopt the above matching-longest-word feature, a dictionary is required. It is well known that the domain dictionary provides direct and reliable hints for deciding the position-tags of characters within a covered OOV word. Furthermore, unlike named entity, technical terms of a specific domain usually can be considerably covered by a domain dictionary. Since domain dictionaries are frequently available for NLP related projects (e.g., technical manual translation), they can thus provide big help in real applications.
However, the above dictionary related feature utilized in discriminative approaches (Low et al., 2005; ) cannot be directly adopted by a generative model 3 . Therefore, we propose a new tag-matching-status feature for checking if the selected position-tag matches the longest dictionary-matching-word, and derive a novel enhanced character-based generative model. The proposed feature not only induces an additional probabilistic factor but also possesses richer information in comparison with the one adopted in previous works.
Several factors that might affect the performance of the new model are studied in this paper: including the context information, the OOV coverage rate of the dictionary, and the weight of the new factor in the model. We evaluated our final system on the CIPS-SIGHAN-2010 Bakeoff data. The obtained results not only convincingly demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model for cross-domain CWS, but also achieve the best performance on 3 out of 4 domains in the open test. Afterwards, the proposed enhanced generative model is integrated with another enhanced discriminative model (Low et al., 2005) to further improve the performance, and achieves the best performance on all the tested corpora.
The remainder of this paper is organized as: Section 2 discusses how to incorporate dictionary information and section 3 describes the proposed models. Empirical results and error analysis are presented in section 4 and 5. Section 6 reviews the related work.
2
Dictionary related features 2.1 Word-ID or Word-Matching-Indicator?
Given a dictionary, there are two kinds of features that can be utilized: word-ID, which are binary features that fire only when the word matches one specific word entry, and Word-MatchingIndicator (e.g. TM defined in Section 2.3), which checks the relationship between the assigned position tag of the current character and the dictionary words within local context. Since the statistics of OOV words can never be learnt from the training corpus, the approaches that adopt word-ID as features (Zhang and Clark, 2007; Sun, 2010; Zhang and Clark, 2011) cannot really utilize the information of the OOV words kept in the dictionary. On the contrary, the wordmatching-indicator is applicable for both IV and OOV words kept in the dictionary. This feature thus provides valuable information for those OOV words covered by the dictionary. Therefore, based on the positions of those dictionary matching words, two dictionary-related features (i.e., Dictionary Coverage Status and Tag Matching Status, to be specified later) are proposed in this paper, and they will be incorporated into the character-based generative model.
Dictionary Coverage Status
Let i c be the i-th character in a given sentence. To check whether there are ambiguities with those dictionary matching words at i
c (and what kind of ambiguities it has), we propose the Dictionary Coverage Status feature, which is a member of {No-Dictionary-Word, No-Ambiguity, Crossed-Ambiguity 4 , Included-Ambiguity, Mixed-Ambiguity} that are defined below. This status depends only on the given sentence and the dictionary, and is irrelevant to the position tag assigned to the character. Let D be the given dictionary which only contains multi-character words, and [ : ] No-Ambiguity, otherwise.
The above definition implicitly implies that a character which possesses the same position-tag for all associated dictionary matching words will be assigned "No-Ambiguity".
For example, given a character sequence "大学生物" (university biology) and a set of dictionarymatching-words {"大学" (university), "大学生" (undergraduate)}, for characters "学" and "生", condition (A.1) is satisfied , but condition (B) is not; therefore, 2 DC and 3 DC should be set to "Included-Ambiguity". On the other hand, if the dictionary-matching-words are {"大学生", "生物" (biology)}, then condition (B. 
Tag Matching Status
To indicate the relationship between the tag assigned to i c and those dictionary matching words which cover i c , we introduce the Tag Matching Status feature (the abstract aggregate candidatefeature, and is abbreviated as TM from now on), which is a member of {Following-LongestWord, Only-Following-Shorter-Word, Not-Following-Any-Word, Inapplicable} that are defined below. Denote the set of dictionary matching words that begin with i c as [ : ] [ : ]
 , the set of dictionary matching words that enclose i c as [ : ] [ : ]
  , and the set of dictionary matching words that end with i c as , since the adopted dictionary only contains multi-character words), which indicates that the assigned tag does not follow any dictionary matching word, then i TM is set to "NotFollowing-Any-Word";
TM is set to "Following-LongestWord". It indicates that the assigned tag matches the corresponding position-tag of the longest dictionary matching word at that character; (4) Otherwise, i TM is set to "Only-Following-Shorter-Word". It indicates that the assigned tag does not match the corresponding position-tag of the longest dictionary matching word at that character, but matches that of some shorter words.
For example, when we consider the second character "学" in the sequence "大学生" and assume that the dictionary matching words are {"大学", "大学生"}: if the tag assigned to "学" is "M", then 2 TM will be "Following-Longest-Word"; if it is "E", then 2 TM will be "Only-FollowingShorter-Word"; if it is "B" or "S", 2 TM would be "Not-Following-Any-Word". Therefore, this candidate-feature is associated with each candidate of the position-tag. However, if no dictionary word covers this character, then 2 TM will be set to "Inapplicable" regardless of which tag is assigned to "学" (i.e., we do not want to disturb the original model in this case).
3
Proposed models Wang et al. (2009) proposed a character-based generative model for CWS, which is able to handle the dependency of character-bigrams within words and thus give a good balance for the performance of IV words and OOV words. Their approach adopts the character-tag-pair trigram model, and obtains the desired position-tag sequence 1 n t as follows:
Enhanced generative model
n ct is the associated character-tag-pair sequence for the given character sequence 1 n c .
To alleviate the data sparseness problem, we pre-convert the given character string into its corresponding unit string before segmentation, where the unit denotes a FN-String (which is a string mixed with foreign/Arabic/selected-punctuations 5 characters, such as "HTML5", "www.google.com", etc.), a CN-String (which is a string of Chinese Numbers consisting of Chinese digit-characters such as "六五七七二" (65772), etc.), or a single Chinese character. Therefore, a unit is either a Chinese character or a foreign/numerical expression as defined above, and is represented by either a Chinese-Character-ID or a Meta-Type-ID (i.e., FN-type or CN-type) in the model.
After the character string has been pre-converted into the unit string, we incorporate the dictionary related features proposed in Section 2 into the generative model and re-formulate it as follows:
n n n n n n n n t n n n n t n n t t P t TM u DW
where i DW denotes the set of dictionary words that cover i u (i-th unit).
n n P u t TM DW is then approximated by
and its associated factor is further derived as follows: P TM MWL DC u  is the tag matching factor, which is mainly introduced to give guidance in the case that the second term
(the original generative model) cannot give reliable prediction when the associated character-tag bigram is unseen in the training corpus. Equation (3) weighs the tag matching factor and the character-tag trigram factor equally. However, it is reasonable to expect that they should be weighted differently according to their contribution. We thus combine these two factors via log-linear interpolation, which is shown as follows:
Where  is the weighting coefficient to be decided from the development set, and 0
Enhanced integrated model
To incorporate the dictionary information into the discriminative approach, Low et al. (2005) added two additional features (which are features (d) and (e) in the following list) to the widely adopted primitive templates described in (Ng and Low, 2004) , and used them to enhance the original discriminative model (Xue, 2003) : Since the enhanced generative model cannot utilize the features from future context, which is a common drawback of generative approaches (Wang et al., 2010) , following the approach of (Wang et al., 2011) , we further integrate the enhanced generative model with the above enhanced discriminative model via log-linear interpolation, shown as follows: 
Experiments
All experiments are conducted on the corpora provided by SIGHAN-2005 (Emerson, 2005 and CIPS-SIGHAN-2010 6 (Zhao and Liu, 2010) . Both the in-domain test and cross-domain tests are trained on PKU-News 7 from CIPS-SIGHAN-2010. The PKU-News testing corpus of SIGHAN-2005 is adopted for in-domain test, while the corpora of CIPS-SIGHAN-2010 are used for crossdomain tests. There are four different domains: Literature (denoted as Lit.), Computer (Cmp.), Medicine (Med.) and Finance (Fin.). To obtain the weights of different factors in Equations (4) and (5), we randomly selected 1% from the original training corpus as the development set, and 6 CIPS-SIGHAN-2010 is the first cross-domain Chinese Word Segmentation (CWS) bake-off competition which involves 18 systems. To our knowledge, this data-set is the most well-known and widely adopted (also publically available) one for cross-domain CWS test. 7 The PKU-News training data of CIPS-SIGHAN-2010 is the same with the PKU training data of SIGHAN-2005. regard the remaining part as the new training set. The updated corpora statistics are shown at with the modified Kneser-Ney smoothing method (Chen and Goodman, 1996) . Also, the Factored Language Model in SRILM is adopted to train GT P TM MWL DC , where the subscripts "BF" and "GT" denote back-off and Good-Turing estimations, respectively. For the discriminative approach, the ME Package 9 provided by Zhang Le is adopted for training. Last, all adjustable weights are first selected only based on the development set. Those obtained optimal values are then fixed and applied to the testing-set.
Enhanced generative model

Effect of having character context
It is observed that tag matching status is less reliable when there are several dictionary matching words for the given character. Therefore, the character context is introduced to help disambiguate them. To show the influence of character context information, we test two different enhanced generative models. The first one adopts the factor ( | , ) i i i P TM MWL DC (denoted as G1), and the second one adopts the factor 2 ( | , , ) i i i i i P TM MWL DC u  (denoted as G2; with character context). In addition, the performance of the original generative model (denoted as B for baseline) is also shown for comparison. The dictionary adopted here contains all the training words and the testing words excluding the named entities (which are usually not covered by domain dictionaries).
TABLE 2 shows that character context effectively improves the performance for four out of five domains in F-score (except the Computer domain), which mainly resultes from the inconsistent segmentation criteria between the News training set and the computer testing set. For example, 18.3% of "就是" (just like) occurrences are segmented as a single word, and 81.7% of them are segmented into two single-character words "就" (just) and "是" (be) under similar context in the training set. However, this string is always treated as a single word in the Computer testing set. When the context is not considered, G1 prefers the longer word and gives correct answer for all the occurrences in the Computer corpus. While the context is considered, G2 will prefer to follow those occurrences in the training set and thus give wrong result most of the time. Overall, G2 outperforms B and G1 by 2.6% and 0.3%, respectively. This phenomenon can be explained by classifying the tagging errors into two groups according to whether the associated character-tag bigram is seen or not in the training set. TABLE 3 shows that the original charactertag trigram factor (i.e., B) works well when the bigram is seen, but it performs poorly when this bigram is unseen. On the other hand, G1 (without context) mainly boosts the performance for unseen cases. However, G2 (with context) also boosts the performance for seen cases. Therefore, it will not let the newly added tag-matching factor contaminate the original trigram model when associated character-tag bigrams are seen. The above observations hold for both development-set and testing-set. G2 is thus adopted for the enhanced generative model and integrated model.
Model
Effect of dictionary coverage rate
Since no dictionary can cover all OOV words for real applications, we would like to know how this enhanced generative model performs under different dictionary coverage rates. We extract two dictionaries: the first one (D1) includes all the training words; and the second one (D2) contains all the OOV words in the testing set (excluding named entities). , where the first row "None" denotes that no dictionary (even D1) is adopted; also, the last column "OA" gives the overall performance of various domains (except News).
It can be seen that the improvements with the dictionary information from the training set are not obvious (None vs. D1). The reason is that the original character-tag trigram model already handles IV words well enough and the information of IV words seems redundant to this model. However, when the dictionary starts to cover OOV words, the performance rises sharply according to the OOV coverage rate. Anyway, the enhanced model always outperforms the original model even when the dictionary only covers a few OOV words. Nonetheless, not every model possesses the robustness for varying dictionary coverage rate. For example, the corresponding result of the word-based generative trigram model 10 , given at TABLE 5, shows that it is quite fragile in comparison with our model. In this model, all words kept in the dictionary are used to construct the word lattice in the decoding process. Those OOV words will be treated as unseen events and given a very low score. However, it can be seen that although the results with full dictionary are satisfactory, the performance drops dramatically while the OOV coverage rate decreases. This indicates that this model is quite sensitive to those OOV words, due to its incapability of identifying OOV words beyond the dictionary. This model is thus not useful for real applications, as it is impossible to know the corresponding dictionary coverage rate in the testing set in advance. Therefore, checking the robustness of dictionary-based models for different dictionary coverage rates is important in selecting an appropriate model.
Effect of varying weights
The F-scores of the enhanced generative model versus various  values (the weight of
in Equation (4) are evaluated on the development set, and are shown in FIGURE 3. It can be seen that all the curves are flat near their peaks, which indicates that this enhanced model is not sensitive to which  value is picked. Besides, although the performance decreases when the OOV coverage rate drops, the  locations of peaks for various curves are almost the same (all around 0.4
 
). This indicates that the best  value is not sensitive to the OOV coverage rate.
10 This well-known model adopts the form : 
Enhanced integrated model
Since the original generative model and the discriminative model are found to complement each other (Wang et al., 2011) , it is expected that the enhanced generative model and the enhanced discriminative model (Low et al., 2005) , which is re-implemented, should also complement each other. This inference is supported by the statistics that these two approaches share only 31.9% of their errors in the literature domain (similarly in other domains). Therefore, integrating these two models is expected to achieve a better result too. For the enhanced integrated model, we fix the
 to be 0.4 (according to section 4.1.3). Afterwards, we adjust the weight of the enhanced generative model and the enhanced discriminative approach on the same development set. FIGURE 4 gives F-scores with different dictionaries versus various β values. Theβlocations of peaks for various curves are also almost the same (all aroundβ=0.7) for various dictionary coverage rates. This indicates that theβ weight is not sensitive to the OOV coverage rate. This figure also shows that the peak of the integrated model is robust for different dictionary coverage rates. Last, to fairly compare different models in a more realistic condition, Table 6 shows the results of the enhanced discriminative model (denoted by ED) and the integrated model (denoted by EI) with an external dictionary (which roughly corresponds to 65% D2 coverage rate in TABLE 4, and is specified in the next section). Note that our ED result (0.968) is a little bit different from that reported in (Low et al., 2005) , which gives 0.965 F-score with a smaller dictionary that is a part of ours (see the next section). It can be seen that our enhanced integrated model achieves the best results on all five corpora. 
Comparison with other state-of-the-art systems
To provide publically accessible dictionaries for open comparison, we combine a general dictionary downloaded from the Internet 11 and another technical dictionary extracted from Wiki 12 as our external dictionary. The first general dictionary is also adopted by (Low et al., 2005) . For simplicity, we adopted the same dictionary (the union of above two dictionaries) for all five different domains. This external dictionary includes 458,165 words in total which roughly corresponds to 65% D2 coverage rate in TABLE 4. Since the external dictionary is expected to be collected by the user in real applications, dictionary words should be consistent with his/her own segmentation criterion. Therefore, to give true evaluation for reflecting the real situation, words in the dictionary are first transformed into their corresponding ones according to the same criteria adopted in various given corpora. For example, "免疫系统" (immune system) is converted into " 免疫" (immune) and " 系统" (system) according to the gold criterion adopted in CIPS-
SIGHAN-2010.
The results of the enhanced generative model (denoted by EG) with the external dictionary and the SIGHAN best results in each domain are also given in TABLE 6. They are summarized as follows: Low et al. (2005) added the dictionary information to the discriminative approach and adopted additional corpora. They achieved the best result (0.969 F-score) on PKU News corpus in the open test of SIGHAN-2005 . On the other hand, Huang et al. (2010) adopted HMM and some rules to post-process the output of the CRF discriminative approach. They achieved the best in the Literature domain in CIPS-SIGAHN-2010. Last, (Gao and Vogel, 2010) combined several classifiers with a large margin classifier and won the best on other three remaining domains. It shows our enhanced generative model achieves the best results on three out of four crossdomains, and our enhanced integrated model outperforms all the systems reported in the literature.
To further check if the difference between various models listed in Table 6 is really statistically significant, we adopt the bootstrapping technique (Koehn, 2004; Zhang et al., 2004) to conduct the significant tests. We follow the work of (Wang et al., 2010) and take the re-sampling size to be 2,000. 95% confidence interval is adopted in our tests. -SIGHAN 2010 (others) . ">" means that A is significantly better than B; "<" means A is worse than B; "~" means that they are not different.
Error analysis and discussion
Following the work of (Sun, 2010) , we get the upper bound of our enhanced generative model (EG) and enhanced integrated model (EI) by regarding each factor as an independent model, which is shown in Furthermore, we collect and analyse the remaining errors generated by the enhanced integrated model on the Medicine corpus, which contains a large number of technical terms and is most far away from the upper bound. It is found that 66.6% (out of 1,385) of error words are related to OOV (not seen in the training-set). Among those 922 OOV errors, 758 (82.2%) of them are not covered by the dictionary and 401 (52.9%) out of 758 are technical terms. Therefore, it again confirms how important a dictionary is. Also, 88 (21.9%) of those uncovered terms are with prefix/suffix. For example, "造影术" (radiography) is an OOV word with suffix "术" (technique), while the word "造影" (radiograph) is contained in the dictionary. However, it is wrongly split into "造影" and "术", since the longest word in the dictionary is preferred. This problem will be our future work.
Related work
The word-based generative model (Gao et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2003 ) is a classical approach for CWS. However, this approach needs an additional module to recognize OOV words. Therefore, the character-based discriminative model (Xue, 2003; Low et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2006; Jiang et al., 2008; has become the main stream due to its capability in handling OOV words.
However, the character-based discriminative model cannot give satisfactory performance for IV words. Wang et al. (2010) thus proposed a generative model to fix this problem. Afterwards, they further proposed an integrated model to integrate generative and discriminative approaches, as these two approaches complement each other.
On the other hand, dictionary information has been utilized in the discriminative approach in the previous works of (Low et al., 2005; . However, they focus on improving the in-domain word segmentation accuracy, while we investigate how the domain invariant feature (based on dictionary information) helps for cross-domain tasks. Besides, the effect of varying OOV words coverage rates is studied in this paper for the first time.
In addition to dictionary feature, Zhao and Kit (2007; , Sun and Xu (2011) too, also adopted the accessor variety feature to gain better generalization ability. Since this feature can be extracted from unlabelled corpora, it is suitable to be adopted for domain adaptation. Again, all their works focus on in-domain performance. Other works that focus on in-domain performance also include (Zhang and Clark, 2007) , (Fu et al., 2008) , (Jiang et al., 2008) , (Lin, 2009) , (Xiong et al., 2009) , and (Zhang and Clark, 2011) .
Last, (Ben-David et al., 2007) pointed out that a good feature representation for domain adaptation should minimize the difference between its distributions in source and target domains. The proposed abstract feature is also inspired by their conclusion.
Our approach differs from those previous works in several ways. First, we do not simply add the dictionary matching information as an additional feature under the Maximum Entropy framework. In contrast, we derive a new generative model with dictionary information starting from the problem formulation, and solve the problem in a principled way. Second, the robustness of the proposed model for varying dictionary coverage rate is first studied and checked in this paper. As explained in Section 4.1.2, this issue is important for selecting a model for real applications.
Conclusion
Current character-based approaches are not robust for cross domain Chinese word segmentation, because those surface features adopted in the model frequently possess different tag distributions for the same character in various domains. This paper thus proposes a new abstract aggregate candidate-feature, which indicates if the assigned tag follows the corresponding position-tag of the longest dictionary matching word. With this novel domain invariant feature, we then derive an enhanced generative model for cross-domain CWS to solve the problem in a principled way. Experiments show that the proposed approach is robust for various OOV coverage rates and outperforms the best system in three out of five corpora.
The proposed model is further integrated with an enhanced discriminative approach because they complement each other. With the help of a publically accessible external dictionary, experiments on the SIGHAN-2005 and CIPS-SIGHAN-2010 show that our integrated approach outperforms all the systems in open test and achieves the best F-score in each corpus across five different specified domains.
